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Gender Inclusivity in the Makeup Industry:
Challenging Hegemonic Masculinity
Why is it being challenged?
The social stigma against men wearing makeup is
simply due to traditional views about masculinity
and how defines a "real man". Despite makeup not
being tied to a gender, it has been labeled as
feminine. So men were made to believe that makeup
is emasculating. Nowadays people find this viewpoint
outdated, as makeup is simply a form of art, and are
actively going against this idea.

How is it challenged?
Makeup companies have become more inclusive
in recent years by shifting their target audience
from women to everyone. Men wearing makeup,
whether it's full drag or covering up a blemish, is
welcomed in the media. Social media has been a
forum of overall acceptance for men wearing
makeup and reinforces the idea that makeup is
not exclusively for women.

“Makeup is a form of expression just
like music or art. It doesn’t have a
gender” (Matlin, 2020).

Where is it challenged?
Although the U.S. is slowly becoming more and more
gender inclusive when it comes to makeup, South Korea is
famously known for having men that wear makeup. Kpop
idols, specifically, have faced discrimination by Westerners
for wearing makeup and "looking like girls". Despite the fact
that skin maintenance and makeup is normal for both men
and women in South Korea, views have shifted in the U.S.
and now male idols wearing makeup receives more praise
than judgment from Westerners.

Who challenges it?
In the U.S. there are many male public figures and
makeup companies that strive to become more gender
inclusive. One widely known celebrity is Harry Styles,
whose overall aesthetic challenges masculinity as a whole.
He also has a cosmetics brand that is openly marketed
for anyone and everyone. Haus Laboratories is a beauty
brand by Lady Gaga, famous for challenging social
norms, and her brand reflects this same inclusive mindset.
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Ancient Era/BCE:
In ancient Egypt, physical beauty was highly
respected in their society, in fact, it was a sign of
godliness. To further enhance one’s beauty,
people would often turn to makeup. Pharaohs,
who were usually male, were and still are well
known for having heavy eyeliner. Men wearing
makeup was considered the social norm during
this time period, and it actually empowered a
man's masculinity.

20th Century:
Men began to use makeup again during this
time period, but mostly as a form of rebellion.
The term "guy liner" became very popular, in
which men would wear heavy, smudged out
eyeliner. But this style of makeup was mainly
for punk or rock stars. Men wearing makeup
still wasn't socially acceptable, so this was
men intentionally going against the social
norm as a form of self expression.

18th Century:
There was a major turn regarding the public's opinion on
both men and women wearing makeup during this time
period. This was around the Enlightenment and the
Victorian Era, and makeup became perceived as vulgar
and feminine. This new perception turned men away from
makeup for the sake of maintaining their manhood and
from there, the stigma against men wearing makeup
became a common ideology.

21st Century:
Today's generation is much more accepting and
inclusive about makeup. Makeup has always been
an art form that is not tied to any specific gender,
but this is becoming common knowledge now. Until
it's a widely known truth, there are a lot of instances
of makeup brands being more welcoming to
everyone. Beauty brands like Fenty Beauty
intentionally sell their products to both men and
women.
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